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Abstract

In recent years, formalized facility comparison activities have become important for documentation and validation of laboratory proficiency and competence. They have become mandatory to achieve accreditation like ISO 17025 or similar [1]. Different inter-comparison campaigns have been conducted on antenna measurements in the frame of various European activities. The activities were initiated in 2004 with the 6th EU framework network “Antenna Centre of Excellence” (ACE) [2]. The work continued under the management of EurAAP (European Association on Antennas and Propagation) supported by the European Cooperation in Science and Technology (COST) in the programs ASSIST IC0603 and VISTA IC1102 including still on-going campaigns [3-5]. Results of these activities have led to improvement in antenna measurement procedures / protocols in facilities and standards [6,7]. Due to the direct benefits to the participants, the activities have been very successful and partial outcomes have been published in IEEE referenced papers during the years [8-18]. The analysis and data elaboration has fostered fruitful discussions and led to modernization and harmonization of comparison techniques such as reference pattern, including estimates of the uncertainty and equivalent noise level. The very large set of measured information, collected in the campaigns, constitutes a valuable database of information that could potentially be available to the antenna measurement community for exploitation in further studies and analysis. As a further benefit, the campaigns have initiated a dialogue among different laboratories throughout Europe and USA.

This paper presents the background, history and status of the facility comparison activities within EurAAP. The management and data collecting organization is discussed in detail and is crucial for the successful outcome. The data elaborations strategies have recently been revised and the results are summarized in this paper. Four of the recent activities are presented of which some of them are still on-going to illustrate typical activities.

Keywords: antenna measurements, radiation patterns, inter-comparison campaigns.

1. Introduction

The measurement of antenna gain / directivity in a certain direction or any other antenna performance parameter is considered to be incomplete without knowledge of the measurement accuracy. An important part of the facility documentation is, therefore, devoted to provide and justify proper measurement error estimates [1,6,7]. Independently of the technology and measurement approach, most measurement ranges have internal procedures, uncertainty budgets, quality policy, reference antennas for gain and a certain measurement experience. Some facilities even have certification as a reference facility like ISO 17025 [1]. Such accreditation is a formal
recognition of that competence. In any case, the measurement uncertainty or error estimate for a given antenna, in a given measurement range, remains an approximation until this estimate has been successfully validated against other measurements.

For this reason, all facilities, with and without formal certification, need to regularly pursue activities to properly validate their measurement procedures. The main goal of the facility comparison activities is to provide a formal opportunity for the participants to validate and document their achieved measurement accuracy and procedures by comparison with other facilities.

These campaigns have shown that comparative measurements based on high accuracy reference antennas and involving different antenna measurement systems are important instruments in the evaluation, benchmarking and calibration of the measurement facilities. They also have proven to be important instruments to investigate and evaluate possible improvements in measurement setups and procedures.

Further activities have concerned the improvement of standard procedures / protocols and tools for verification like the facility comparison campaigns, fostering a fruitful discussion on the modernization and harmonization of the techniques to determine the reference pattern, the noise level and the error budget.

In this paper, we will give an overview on:

- History of Facility Comparison Campaigns in EurAAP and on-going campaigns;
- implementation and procedures;
- measurements comparison;
- preliminary results of the BTS campaign.

2. Brief History of Facility Comparison Campaigns in EurAAP


Successively, the different activities related to this topic have been developed in the frame of the COST ASSIST (IC0603) [4] and COST VISTA (IC1102) [5], and were then included in the EurAAP measurement working group where a specific on-going task for Antenna Measurement Intercomparison has been approved. To provide a comprehensive set of highly stable reference antennas in terms of type and bands (from L to Ka), the following campaigns (some are still on-going) were selected:

1) L-band Base-Station antenna with directive elevation beam and wide azimuth beam, MV1/SATIMO BTS1940;
2) X/Ku/Ka-band high gain reflector antenna, MV1/SATIMO SR40-A fed by SH4000 Dual Ridge Horn;
3) L/C-band medium gain ridge horn, MV1/SATIMO SH800 with absorbers plate;
4) CTIA MIMO LTE antennas (in collaboration with the EurAAP Small Antennas Working Group).

2.1 MV1/SATIMO BTS1940 Campaign

The antenna is a linear array with dual slant ±45°or H/V polarized working in GSM1800 and UMTS bands (1710 to 2170 MHz) as shown in Fig. 1. The linear array antenna is specifically designed to achieve excellent cross-polar discrimination and to maintain a well-defined radiation pattern in the direction of the boresight axis throughout the operational bandwidth. The BTS1940 family of reference antennas is equipped with high precision female N-type connectors for superior repeatability and durability. The nominal impedance is 50 Ohm with return loss values better than 15 dB.

![MVI/SATIMO BTS 1940-01 high accuracy reference antenna.](image)

The BTS campaign started in 2009 and will end in 2016. The BTS has been measured in all the facilities shown in Fig. 2.

![European location of the facilities involved in the BTS campaign.](image)
2.2 Reflector SR40-A fed by SH4000 Dual Ridge Horn Campaign

In order to cover also higher frequencies and higher directivity antennas, the MVI / SATIMO SR40-A fed by SH4000 Dual-Ridge Horn reference antenna (Fig. 3) has been selected. The SR40-A is a high precision offset parabolic reflector for wideband high gain antenna measurements. The circular interface allows the user to center the antenna with very high accuracy. The alignment accuracy is estimated in ± 0.01° on azimuth.

Fig. 3: Reflector SR 40-A fed by SH4000 Dual Ridge Horn.

The campaign started in 2013 and measurements have been concluded in 2016. Data post-processing is on-going. The facilities who took part to the Reflector SR40-A+SH4000 are shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4: Involved facilities in the reflector SR40-A+SH4000 campaign.

2.3 MVI / SATIMO SH800 with Absorbers Plate Campaign

MVI/SATIMO SH800 is a Dual-Ridge Horn which combines stable gain performance and low VSWR with wideband frequency operation. The horn is single linearly polarized with excellent cross-polar discrimination. The unique horn design suppresses any possible excitation of higher order modes in the aperture and maintains a well-defined smooth radiation pattern in the direction of the boresight axis throughout the operational bandwidth. In this campaign, the antenna has been modified in order to have a more stable setup. In particular, an absorber plate has been added behind the antenna to eliminate the sensitivity to the measurement setup, as shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5: MVI/SATIMO SH800 with absorbers plate.

The campaign started in 2013 and at the end of 2015 all the European participants, shown in Fig. 6, had measured the antenna. In 2016 the antenna has been sent to USA facilities.

Fig. 6: European location of the facilities involved in the SH800+absorbers plate campaign.

2.4 LTE CTIA MIMO Antennas Campaign

In order to cover also small antenna measurements, a campaign involving CTIA 2x2 MIMO reference antennas (Fig. 7) has been defined.

Fig. 7: MIMO reference antenna for LTE.

The set of MIMO reference antennas includes the following:

- LTE Band 2 [1930-1990] MHz:
  - Good,
  - Nominal,
- LTE Band 7 [2620-2690] MHz:
  - Good,
  - Nominal,
- LTE Band 13 [746-756] MHz:
  - Good,
  - Bad,
  - Nominal,
where “Good” stands for a correlation coefficient < 0.1; “Bad” for a correlation coefficient > 0.9; “Nominal” for a correlation coefficient = 0.5.

This campaign started in mid-2015 and it is managed in collaboration of the EurAAP WG about “Small Antennas” and “Measurements”. So far only IMST and MVG have measured the antenna.

3. Management of Facility Comparison Campaigns in EurAAP

A campaign leader or institution conducts the facility comparison campaigns. The management of these inter-comparison activities has been complex and has required corresponding regulation. Each participant has to sign a “Participation agreement” document that contains the terms and the conditions of the participation. For some more delicate reference antennas a “Packaging / Handling Instruction Document” is provided. The selected antenna is first measured in the facility of the leader and is measured again after the end of the campaign to ensure that nothing has occurred to the antenna during the campaign. The antenna is shipped directly between the participants with a transportation insurance, which must be covered by the transportation company. In the last years, the EurAAP WG Activity Budget has covered the transportation costs and insurance for shipment. In addition, to ensure that no physical harms has occurred to the antenna during the shipping, each facility is asked for photographic documentation of the antenna and shipping box at the arrival in the institution.

As different laboratories are interested in measuring different antenna performance figures, in order to meet everyone’s need, the “typical” antenna performance figures common to most measurement situations are required:

1. Peak gain (IEEE definition) at discrete frequencies. Some provide frequency sweep.
2. Directivity / Gain patterns in appropriate steps. Ludwig III Co / Cx.
3. Data format EDX or Excel file with a predefined format.
4. S-Parameters.
5. Description of measurement facility (photo).
6. Mechanical and electrical setup description (photo).
8. Mechanical / electrical alignment, AUT alignment
9. Uncertainty budget (not for all the facilities, as will be explained later).

The comparison leader collects the measured and processed data for comparison processing, following a strict procedure. Data of each participant is “incognito” to other participants before officially released. Each participant can investigate his results against a set of “reference” data provided by the comparison manager based on other measurements. If there are no evident errors and the participant agrees, the measured data is released and accepted in the campaign. The participant may also choose to investigate his measurement further or perform a new measurement to correct for errors. Only after each participant accepts his results, the data are officially released and accepted in the campaign.

Since 2005, completed facility campaigns have been published in several IEEE referenced papers throughout the years and presented at COST meetings.

4. Measurements Comparison

The reliable approach to determine

- the reference pattern and its uncertainty, from several independent measurements and
- the correlation between the reference pattern and each measurement expressed through the equivalent noise level

is of crucial importance to evaluate the results of an inter-comparison campaign.

Many methods exist and have been compared in literature, especially by the “National Institute of Standards and Technology”, to analyse measurements data sets with certain values of uncertainties [21], resulting from national measurement laboratories of a Ku-band Standard Gain Horn [22-25].

Research activities whose reliability has been verified with the available large amount of measurement data have been carried on among EurAAP WG5 components. This study has aimed at defining the best way to:

- Determine the reference pattern and its uncertainty through a proper combination of measurements and weights, involving the uncertainty budgets of the results;
- Evaluate the consistency of the declared uncertainty budgets;
- Express the difference between two radiation patterns to compute the equivalent noise level between the reference pattern and each measured pattern.

In the following sections, the achieved results and the agreed methodology chosen to evaluate the measurement data coming from EurAAP inter-comparison campaigns are shown.

4.1 Reference Pattern

Defining a common best value among different measures implies the computation of an average. Averaged data can be obtained through a simple mean or a weighted mean.

The measurement results have different uncertainties, being performed in different facilities, which are characterized by an estimated uncertainty. Therefore, it is more correct to take them into account using a weighted mean. A simple mean does not appear to be the best solution because it would give the same probability to all samples and would be the best choice only if one was to...
perform a measurement in a randomly chosen measurement chamber each time.

The best way to compute the reference pattern is to use a weighted linear mean:

\[ \mu_{Lin} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} W_i x_{i, Lin}}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} W_i} \]  

(1)

where \( n \) = total number of participants (and of measurements), \( i \) = measurement of the ith participant to the campaign, \( x_{i, Lin} \) = linear measurement. The value for the weight \( w_i \) associated to the ith measurement is given by:

\[ W_i = \frac{1}{\sigma_{i, Lin}^2} \]  

(2)

\( \sigma_{Lin} \) is the linear uncertainty computed starting from \( \sigma_{dB} \) that is the uncertainty, related to the measurement, declared by each facility:

\[ \sigma_{Lin} = (10^{\sigma_{dB}/20}) - 1 \]  

(3)

The uncertainty related to the weighted mean (1) is given by:

\[ \sigma_{\mu, Lin} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{1}{\sigma_{i, Lin}^2}}} \]  

(4)

4.2 Uncertainty Budget Consistency Check

The weights (Eq. 2) for the computation of the reference pattern depend on the uncertainty budget. As already mentioned, the facilities are required to provide a standard deviation \( \sigma \) which is useful to quantify the range in which the measurements errors are distributed. It expresses the 68.3% confidence that the measurement error is within this level (99.7% is 3\( \sigma \)) assuming a normal distribution. The uncertainty is calculated by each facility with its own procedures. The selected methods to check the consistency of the declared uncertainties are:

- Standard Deviation,
- Birge ratio [26],
- E and Z scores.

A commonly used strategy in facility comparisons is to exclude one or more results that are not conformal to the general consensus. The purpose of this approach is to avoid having a bad result “pollute” the campaign. However, since these campaigns have statistically few participants, such procedure is an expensive way to assure convergence. A further drawback of this approach is that the excluded participants are put in a delicate situation. Wrong measurement results are often due to human or component failure. The purpose of the facility comparison is not to investigate such errors but to validate and confirm uncertainty budgets based on correctly executed procedures and equipment.

4.3 Equivalent Noise Level Determination

The correlation between each measurement and the reference pattern can be expressed though a single value. The deviations with respect to the reference pattern are converted into an equivalent “noise” level. The expression for the equivalent noise level, evaluated on a limited (±45° or ±60°) theta cone when directivity data are available is the following:

\[ EqN = \left\{ \frac{1}{n-1} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \frac{Dir_{i, co,cx} - Dir_{i, ref, co,cx}}{Dir_{co, ref, boresight}} \right) \right\}^2 \]  

(5)

where \( n \) is the total number of points comprised in the theta cone (91 if the cone is ±45°, 121 if the cone is ±60°), \( i \) is the point of the theta cone: \( \theta_i = -45° \) or -60° and \( \theta_i = 45° \) or 60°, \( Dir_{i, co,cx} = \) Directivity (Co or Cx) of the measured pattern at the point \( \theta_i, Dir_{i, ref, co,cx} = \) Directivity of the reference pattern (Co or Cx) at the point \( \theta_i, Dir_{co, ref, boresight} = \) Directivity of the co-polar component of the measured pattern in boresight.

The formula for the Equivalent Noise (Eq. 5) corresponds to the computation of the Root Mean Square Error of the expression inside the round brackets. If only the gain is available, then, in order to have a value that gives information on the pattern envelope error without being affected by the gain error, measured directivity data must be replaced by \( Gain_{Offset} \) which is obtained subtracting a constant offset (in dB) all over the measured gain pattern

\[ Gain_{Offset}_{dB} = Gain_{dB} - Offset_{dB} \]  

(6)

and the offset is given by:

\[ Offset_{dB} = Gain_{dB, co, boresight} - Gain_{dB, co, ref, boresight} \]  

(7)

The offset application corresponds to a normalization w.r.t. to the boresight reference. Therefore, the formula to be used is:

\[ EqN = \left[ RMSE \left( \frac{Gain_{Offset, co, sp} - Gain_{co, ref, boresight}}{Gain_{co, ref, boresight}} \right) \right] \]  

(8)

where RMSE is the root mean square error.
5. MVI / SATIMO BTS1940-01 Campaign Results

5.1 Test Plan

The test plan and type of measurements are reported in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Full 3D Gain Measurement</th>
<th>Frequency Range</th>
<th>Phi</th>
<th>Theta</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1500 – 2400 MHz</td>
<td>From 0° to 135° (45° step)</td>
<td>From -180° to 180° (1° step)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 1: Required measurements for MVI / SATIMO BTS1940-01 campaign

5.2 Results

The results that will be shown hereafter are referred to the following facilities: DTU, UPM, SAAB, MVG SG64, MVI-SL, CELLMAX.

The weighted reference pattern has been computed according to the facilities and uncertainties reported in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facility</th>
<th>Uncertainty [dB]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DTU</td>
<td>±0.240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPM</td>
<td>±0.313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAAB</td>
<td>±0.525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVG-SG</td>
<td>±0.500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 2: Facilities and uncertainties for the reference pattern computation

5.2.1 Radiation Patterns

Measured co-polar and cross-polar pattern at phi = 0° and 90° at 1.71 and 1.92 GHz are compared with the weighted reference pattern (computed with Eq. 1) from Fig. 8 to Fig. 11. In the cut phi = 90° the angular range has been reduced to -60°-120° because of some disagreements among the patterns caused by positioner effects of the different range types.

5.2.2 Equivalent Noise Level

The equivalent noise level computed with offset gain patterns in a ±45° theta cone is reported in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 @1.71, 1.92, 2.17 and 2.20 GHz. The noise level has been computed in the azimuth and in the elevation planes for the co-polar component. The values of the peak gain are reported in Table 3. The equivalent error level as a function of theta at 1.71 GHz is shown for the co-polar components in the azimuth and elevation planes for all facilities in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15.
Fig. 12: Equivalent noise level in the azimuth plane, for the co-polar component for DTU, UPM, MVG SG, MVI SL and SAAB.

Fig. 13: Equivalent noise level in the elevation plane, for the co-polar component for DTU, UPM, MVG SG, MVI SL and SAAB.

Table 3: Peak gain and offset corrections for reference, DTU, UPM, MVG SG64, MVI SL, SAAB, CELLMAX @1.71, 1.92, 2.17 GHz.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Freq [GHz]</th>
<th>REF</th>
<th>DTU</th>
<th>UPM</th>
<th>MVG SG64</th>
<th>MVI SL</th>
<th>SAAB</th>
<th>CELLMAX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>15.54</td>
<td>15.51</td>
<td>15.48</td>
<td>15.64</td>
<td>15.69</td>
<td>15.72</td>
<td>15.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>16.07</td>
<td>16.15</td>
<td>16.00</td>
<td>15.75</td>
<td>15.60</td>
<td>16.24</td>
<td>16.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>16.60</td>
<td>16.82</td>
<td>16.39</td>
<td>16.43</td>
<td>16.03</td>
<td>16.41</td>
<td>16.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>16.58</td>
<td>16.73</td>
<td>16.43</td>
<td>16.37</td>
<td>15.95</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>16.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 3: Peak gain and offset corrections for reference, DTU, UPM, MVG SG64, MVI SL, SAAB, CELLMAX @1.71, 1.92, 2.17 GHz.

Fig. 14: Equivalent noise level in the azimuth plane w.r.t. theta for the co-polar component for DTU, UPM, MVG SG64, MVI SL, SAAB, CELLMAX @1.71 GHz.

Fig. 15: Equivalent noise level in the azimuth plane w.r.t. theta for the co-polar component for DTU, UPM, MVG SG64, MVI SL, SAAB, CELLMAX @1.71 GHz.

6. Conclusions

The status of facility comparison actives during the last 10 years supported by EurAAP has been presented. Due to the nature of such campaigns, the duration is often measured in years and constitutes serious commitment (time) and investment (money) by the participants and campaign leader. A campaign cannot be successful unless the participants have full confidence in the organization of the campaign.

To be successful, the campaign must have well-defined and documented procedures for all aspects of the campaign. It is therefore highly important that the purpose of the campaign is communicated and well-documented. In particular a “Participation agreement” document, containing the terms and the conditions of the participation, has to be signed. For some more delicate reference antennas, a “Packaging / Handling Instruction Document” is provided.

However, an important lesson that we have learned is that the campaign cannot fully rely only on written documentation so the task of the campaign leader must include a personal contact support function.

The campaigns have shown that comparative measurements based on high accuracy reference antennas and involving different antenna measurement systems are important instruments in the evaluation, benchmarking and calibration of measurement facilities. EurAAP will continue working on these campaigns. The very large amount of measurement information collected in the frame of these campaigns constitutes a valuable database that could be potentially made available to the antenna measurement community to be exploited for further studies and analysis.
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